Assuming homogeneous and parallax-free space-times, in the case of thermodynamic equilibrium, we construct the energy-momentum tensor of non-perfect fluids. To this end we derive the constitutive equations for energy density, isotropic and anisotropic pressure as well as heat-flux from the respective propagation equations. This provides these quantities in closed form, i. e. in terms of the structure constants of the three-dimensional isometry group of homogeneity and, respectively, of the kinematical quantities expansion, rotation and acceleration. Using Einstein's equations, the thereby occurring constants of integration can be determined such that one gets bounds on the kinematical quantities and finds a generalized form of the Friedmann equations. As a consequence, it is shown that, e. g., for a perfect fluid the Friedmann and Gödel models can be recovered. All this is derived without assuming any equations of state or other specific thermodynamic conditions, and, in principle, allows one to go beyond the standard phase cosmology to describe the transition from phase to phase dynamically. The constitutive equations deduced for the class of space-times under consideration point in the direction of extended thermodynamics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, one of the most prominent applications of general relativity is in cosmology where mainly two paths of research are gone.
One path consists in the detailed elaboration of Friedmann models where very special models of matter content are considered in order to get a successful explanation of the present-day observations. This includes the correct description of the Hubble flow and the accelerated expansion of the universe, as well as the explanation for the (an-)isotropy of the Microwave Background Radiation (MBR), the structure formation, the distribution of the galaxies and so on (for an overview see [1] [2] [3] ).
The other path of research is devoted to more generally motivated aspects and questions concerning the solutions of Einstein's field equations 1 ,
These solutions often have symmetries (like Bianchi-type ones) and can be interpreted as cosmological models which then may have complicated types of matter content as source.
In the first case, symmetries of the metric (homogeneity and isotropy) are assumed that allow for a solution of Einstein's equations with an energy-momentum tensor describing simple matter (perfect fluid). In the second, other symmetries of the metric are assumed and one finds that, to get corresponding solutions of Einstein's equations, more complicated energy-momentum tensors as source term in these equations are required.
Of course, if it is not a purely mathematical investigation, in favor of this or that approach mostly there are given arguments stemming from observation or other (non-gravitational) fields of physics concerning the matter content. However that may be, in phenomenological theory this content, i.e., the energy-momentum tensor together with the equations of state necessary to complete the Einstein's equations to a system that is not underdetermined, is always a matter of ad hoc assumptions.
In this paper, we consider the system consisting of Einstein's equations with an energy-momentum tensor and equations of state that both are not specified by such ad hoc assumptions. Instead, we discuss the whole question from a thermodynamic standpoint 2 . Doing this for a wide class of cosmologically interesting metrics (introduced and observationally admissible in [11] ), this standpoint leads to a general systematic and, thus, a better understanding of possible matter configurations in general relativity. In terms of the temperature and the kinematic invariants characterizing the matter, it provides those general equations of state ("matter equations") which are compatible with Einstein's equations as well as corresponding generalized Friedmann equations. This framework can find (and found) applications in relativistic cosmology and astrophysics. For instance, in principle it allows one to go beyond the standard phase cosmology (governed by phases with certain equations of state like inflation, radiation and dust that have to be fitted by fine-tuning) to describe the transition from phase to phase by intermediate stages. Such, in [5] , [6] shortcomings stemming from a fine tuned sudden passage of the decelerated regime to the today observed accelerated regime are avoided, by ad hoc introduced equations of state where viscosity comes in from geometry (e.g. H,Ḣ). Our calculations could provide a theoretical foundation of such equations. Further, our framework also contributes to a physical discussion of no-go theorems like the shear-free fluid conjecture [4] . For example, this thermodynamic approach enables one to sharpen the theorem (proved in [14] , without explicitly referring to thermodynamics) which states that, for non-vanishing acceleration, rotation and expansion cannot simultaneously equal to zero: in [14] it was shown that models with vanishing acceleration do not allow for non-vanishing rotation.
Before turning to thermodynamics, let us introduce and physically motivate the class of metrics considered in the following. Here we follow [11] and thus first assume that all relevant models of the universe are isotropic concerning the MBR. In this sense, we see fluctuations of the MBR as effects that originate from local dynamics, which may be described by perturbations in cosmological models. We hence assume that the focus of our interest, i.e. the large scale dynamics, may not be affected by MBR anisotropies.
As it was shown in [11] , the MBR isotropy leads to the condition, that there exists a time-like conformal Killing vector field ξ a parallel to the four-velocity field u a of the cosmological fluid obeying
with the conformal factor Φ and the metric tensor g ab in coordinate representation. According to [12] this is equivalent to having cosmological models being parallax-free. One of the important consequences is that the shear σ ab of the concerned fluid has to be zero (see, e.g. [13] ). Second, we assume that the considered space-times are spatially homogeneous, in the sense that there exists an isometry group of translation on the spatial hypersurfaces. We are hence not favouring any spatial point over another one, such that observations will be the same everywhere on the same hypersurface. But this also means that the matter distribution may be anisotropic, while the MBR is isotropic. Indeed, the distribution of the galaxies seems to look like a foam. Up to now it remains unclear, whether the isotropy exists on all scales.
In this context, the observation of a large-scale flow of galaxies, called "dark flow", with respect to the MBR is remarkable (see [15] for a review). The reasons for this flow are under discussion; the class of models we consider here may have an anisotropic behaviour of the Hubble flow and the galaxy distribution function [11, 16] .
Altogether, we are led to the class
of space-times constructed by Obukhov [16] . These fulfill all the conditions described previously. At this point we introduce the triad components eμâ = eμâ(xk) as a basis for the representation of the three Killing vector fields generating the space-like isometries of translation (for details see [17] ). They are supposed to be functions of the space-like canonic coordinates only and determine the metric (3) as to the Bianchi-type.
To complete notation arising in (3), we have nâ = νμ eμâ and γâb = βμν eμâ eνb with νμ and βμν as arbitrary constants. The coordinate t = x 0 stands for the proper time with respect to a fluid particle and a = a(t) is the scale factor.
Further, Latin indices are used for the coordinate and Greek ones for the tetrad description of the tensor components. All indices with hat denote the three spatial dimensions, e.g.â = 1, 2, 3 andα = (1), (2), (3), whereas those without hat run through all four space-time dimensions, a = 0, 1, 2, 3 and α = (0), (1), (2) , (3) .
After all, the introduced space-times still allow for a non-perfect-fluid description of matter, but the consistency with the field equations has to be checked.
As to the thermodynamic proposition, we assume that the model under consideration is in thermodynamic equilibrium. This is an assumption that underlies many examinations of the matter content in cosmological scenarios.
The weakest form to formulate thermodynamic equilibrium for a gravitational system is the existence of a conformal Killing vector field ξ a which has to be parallel to the velocity field of the matter u a , too [14] . All in all one has to deny the MBR isotropy and the thermodynamical equilibrium, if one wants to consider cosmological models without conformal isometries.
By the existence of such a conformal Killing field one can derive a set of four propagation equations for non-perfect fluids (see [14] ), which couple the propagation of the matter content to the kinematic description of space-time.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we introduce a suitable tetrad frame, in order to get manageable equations. Sec. III shortly reviews the kinematic invariants. In addition, their form in tetrads for the space-times (3) and the decomposition of the energy momentum tensor are given. Afterwards, in Sec. IV, we summarize the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions and their consequences for the gravitational field. In Sec. V, general expressions for the whole matter content depending on the structure constants and the kinematic invariants, respectively, are found by integrating the propagation equations. The general case as well as the perfect-fluid cases, like non-tilted [18] and stationary models are described. After that in Sec. VI, the consistency with the field equations is considered and expressions for the constants of integration are found. It is shown that one finds two special cases: the Friedmann and the Gödel models. Finally, we discuss our results. Details about the calculations can be found in [19] .
II. TETRAD FORMULATION
In the following such a choice of tetrads (see, e.g., [20] ) is introduced that a convenient separation of the variable objects, a(t) and eμâ(xk), and the constants, νμ and βμν , can be achieved. Beforehand, we definê 
Then the tetrads can be chosen as
such that
To fulfill the relations
the constant and symmetric matrix η µν has to take the form
This allows for raising and lowering the tetrad indices as the coordinate metric tensor g ab does with regard to the coordinate indices. Further, the structure constants of the isometry group acting on the space-linke hypersurfaces can be expressed by a 4-dimensional representation,
such thatĈ 
or, due to (6) by the structure constants, respectively,
Determining the Riemannian curvature tensor by the Ricci-Identity and the tetrads,
the Ricci tensor can be brought to the form
withR
Accordingly, the Ricci scalar becomes
The expressesionsRαβ of (15) and equivalentlyR of (17) can be identified with the Ricci tensor and the Ricci scalar of 3-dimensional Bianchi spaces [21] . This results in the following shape of the Einstein tensor:
III. KINEMATIC INVARIANTS AND DECOMPOSITION OF THE ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR
We assume a one-component fluid with the four-velocity u a and u a u a = −1. The gradient of the velocity field can be decomposed kinematically [22] :
Then
describes the rotation of the fluid flow and
its shear, which, as argued above, vanishes identically. Further, Θ = u a ;a , stands for the expansion andu a = u a;b u b for the acceleration of the velocity field. Here, h ab = g ab + u a u b denotes the projector onto the hypersurface being orthogonal to u a . Choosing the coordinates, such that the four-velocity takes the form u a = δ a 0 , these kinematic quantities are rewritten in the tetrad representation and for the space-times (3) as follows. For the expansion one gets
where the parallel vertical lines among the indices stand for the covariant derivative in terms of the tetrad representation. For the acceleration field we haveu
and the rotation becomes
Here the fact was used, that u α = η α0 . Further, we introduce the scalar quantities of rotation, ω 2 = (1/2) ω αβ ω αβ , and acceleration,u 2 =u αu α . In addition, the relationṡ
and
will help to simplify later results in terms of kinematic quantities. According to [22] , the energy-momentum tensor can be decomposed with respect to the timelike velocity field u a ,
where the quantities can be identified with the appropriate projections, ρ = T ab u a u b for the energy density, p = 
IV. THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
The Eckart approach to the special-relativistic Theory of Irreversible Processes [23] (see also [24] [25] [26] ), is based on the balance equations for the particle number, the energy-momentum and the entropy. In the case of thermodynamic equilibrium, appropriated supplementary conditions have to be added by hand.
In [14, 27] ). Notice, that in the general-relativistic Theory of Irreversible Processes no further assumptions have to be introduced by hand in order to yield thermodynamic equilibrium.
This means, we only have to require the following balance equations: For the particle number, one has (µu a ) ;a = 0 ,
where µ represents mass density and v = (1/µ) the specific volume. For the energy-momentum-tensor the balance is expressed by
Here, in particular regarding (30) , the null-component can be interpreted as the first law of thermodynamics [28, 29] , i.e., the conservation of internal energy. The covariantly generalized second law of thermodynamics is given by the covariant divergence of the entropy vector
where σ is the density of the non-negative entropy production. Further, the Gibbs equation reads as
with s standing for the specific entropy (entropy per particle) and u denoting the specific internal energy. Moreover, for a co-moving observer the relation
holds. Now, if one defines the entropy vector according to [24, 26, 30 ]
one can reformulate the entropy production as:
Finally, by exploiting the product rule and the decomposition of the energy-momentum-tensor (29) this yields
As it turns out [27] , the so-called temperature vector u b T −1 solves the conformal Killing equation (2) for
Hence, regarding (2), one finds in (37), that the second term in brackets is traceless and the entropy production σ vanishes 4 . The two results (38) and (39) are obtained by inserting u b T −1 into (2) and multiplying this equation by u a u b and g ab , respectively. Further, integration of (39) leads to an expression for the temperature scalar,
and the conformal factor,
where c T is the constant of integration. The existence of the time-like conformal Killing vector has far-reaching consequences for the geometry of the spacetime and, using Einsteins field equations, for the matter itself. That is, we deduce a set of four propagation equations [14, 27] , of which the first two describe the evolution of the energy density ρ and the isotropic pressure p:
The other two describe the change of the heat-flux q a ,
and the anisotropic pressure π ab ,
V. MATTER EQUATIONS A. Non-perfect Fluids
By reformulating the dynamic equations (42) -(45) in terms of the space-times (3) and by some tedious algebra one gets a set of ordinary differential equations which can be integrated (see [19] ).
Beforehand, in order to obtain also separate propagation equations for the energy density and isotropic pressure, we make use of the circumstance that (42) and (43) can be decoupled tȯ
By finding the tetrad formulation of these two equations by means of (6) 
where the objects c ρ and c p represent the summed constants of integration of the additive antiderivatives, as elaborated in the Appendix. For concrete cosmological or astrophysical models, e.g. stars, the boundaries of the respective integrals are specified.
In order to also find the solutions for the propagation equations of the heat-flux (44) and the anisotropic pressure (45), it is important to recognize the identity
following from (24) . Then the tetrad forms of (44) and (45) together with the kinematic quantities (22) - (24) yield the following integrable partial differential equations,
for the heat-flux and the anisotropic pressure, respectively. Integration and some reorganization of terms bring the wanted solutions
where, similarly to the case of the energy density (50) and the isotropic pressure (51) above, the objects c q α and c π αγ stand for the constants of integration (see Appendix).
With the help of the kinematic quantities (22) - (26) the solutions (50), (51), (55) and (56) can be rewritten as follows:
or, written in purely kinematic quantities,
The expressions (57) and (58) can be understood as generalized Friedmann equations. Here it should be stressed that the vanishing shear does not necessarily imply a zero anisotropic pressure as required by linear thermodynamics. According to (29) , one can now reconstruct the energy-momentum tensor by simply inserting the four solutions above:
or
where
B. Perfect Fluids
In this subsection we investigate how some well-known perfect-fluid space-times, notably the non-tilted and the stationary ones, fit into the above description of matter in thermodynamic equilibrium. We concretize the results in the end of the next section by means of the field equations.
First, we adjust the covariant energy-momentum balance (31) to the case of a perfect fluid by setting q α = 0 and π αβ = 0. The vanishing divergence of the energy-momentum tensor can be finally decomposed into the energy balance equation,ρ
and the momentum balance equation,
Non-tilted models
Setting h 0 α = 0 and thus presuming purely expanding models one gets from (57) and (58) the equations
By comparing this with the usual form of the Friedmann equations
one can immediately find a correspondence, if the appearing constants are
where k denotes the spatial curvature parameter. Indeed, c p = −(1/3) c ρ follows directly from inserting (67) and (68) in (65).
With the exception of the constants of integration, c q α and c π αβ , all terms of the heat-flux and anisotropic pressure are identically zero. So, due to the presumed existence of the perfect fluid, one has to require c 
Stationary models
For vanishing expansion, but rotating models, the equations (57) and (58) reduce to
so that
The balance equations (65) and (66) 
VI. CONSISTENCY WITH FIELD EQUATIONS
In this section we determine the constants of integration, i.e. c ρ , c p , c q α and c π αβ , by means of the field equations. This will help to prove the consistency of the solutions (57) - (60) with the field equations and to investigate in detail the special cases of section V B. From the field equations, G αβ = T αβ , one gets
Then, because of (64) the constants of integration of the energy density, the isotropic pressure, the heat-flux and the anisotropic pressure become, in this order,
where in (77) and (78) it was made use of the relation (28) . If one reinserts the constants of integration (75) - (78) into the matter equations (57) - (60), they take the purely kinematic forms
where for the latter expression relation (27) was used in addition. By multiplying these expressions with the tetrads one obtains the coordinate representation without any additional terms.
Notice, that (79) and (80) satisfy the Raychaudhuri equation:
A. Friedmann models
If one applies the above results (75) and (76) to non-tilted perfect-fluid models (see section V B 1), one obtains
with the consequence that the Friedmann-like equations (67) and (68) change to
Then, if one again compares these equations with the Friedmann equations (69) and (70), one finds the simple relation
between the curvature parameter k and the Ricci scalar of 3-dimensional Bianchi spaces. This result corresponds to [31, S.474] . Further, the heat-flux (81) is identically zero, while for the anisotropic pressure (82) one gets the condition
Under the premise that (88) is fulfilled, one can conclude that a thermodynamic equilibrium which is determined by a conformal Killing vector still allows for non-tilted perfect fluids being Friedmann universes.
The consideration of simple models like a perfect fluid in non-tilted or stationary models lead back to the well-known Friedmann equations or the Gödel model (where in both cases the constants of integration are determined). In this context the expressions (57) and (58) or (79) and (80), respectively, can be understood as generalized Friedmann equations.
By rewriting the equations (57), (58), (59) and (61) in terms of the observational quantities H =ȧ a for the Hubble function and ȧ a ˙= −H 2 (1 + q) for the deceleration parameter q one gets bounds on the acceleration, the rotation, the heat flux and the anisotropic pressure.
The corresponding equations take the form
such that the matter content can be described by the observable quantities H, q and the model-dependent constants η 00 , h 0 α ,Ĉ α βγ as well as the constants of integration, eventually given by initial or boundary conditions. We motivated and derived the equations for cosmological situations. But moreover, the obtained equations are also correct for local models, where the assumed conditions like conformal stationarity and a Bianchi-type symmetry hold. Models coming into consideration here are, e. g., collapse or explosion scenarios in which high velocities and gravity are present. At least, during some stages of these phenomena the equations provide the possibility of modeling the behavior by directly observable quantities.
It is obvious that for a large scale factor a ≫ 0, the structure constants and the constants of integration are negligible, such that, for the behavior of the matter content, the expansion rate H and the deceleration rate q are most important. Moreover, one sees, that q has critical values, where the behavior of the matter variables will change. For, e. g., large accelerations (q < −1), which for cosmological models means a strongly increasing expansion and for local models a strongly increasing collapse, most matter variables change the sign. All matter variables display generally the same dependence on the expansion rate H and are therefore of likewise importance. A more detailed discussion can only be achieved if the dependence on η 00 and h 0 α is fixed for specified models. For small values of the scale factor a, that means in the early cosmological phase or for objects which become very dense, the structure constants and the integration constants become much more important. But the values of H and q are still not negligible, unless their absolute values are going to zero. Also here all matter variables show the same behavior and therefore have the same importance.
In analogy to the calculations which led to (102) one obtains from (104) and (105) 2 ρ + p = 3 H 2 2 q + 2 + η 00 + 1 a 2 2 c ρ + 3 c p
which can again be seen as an equation of state for the whole class of considered models. Thus, the equation of state is given by observational quantities. It is now possible to describe the transition from phase to phase with intermediate stages of the cosmological development, where no ad hoc equation of state has to be assumed. If one fixes the equation of state, e. g. ρ = − 1 2 p which is in discussion for cosmological scenarios, (108) takes the form of a consistency relation for the observable quantities and the constants of integration.
When the scale factor a(t) increases, the heat-flux and the anisotropic pressure essentially behave like the energy and the pressure, they dilute.
With the help of the field equations it is finally possible to obtain results for the constants of integration of the system in terms of the spatial Ricci curvature (see section VI). This, for example, can be used to obtain the Raychaudhuri equation, or to reconstruct the general class of Friedmann models or the Gödel space-time.
